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Introduction 

  Positive Psychology balances the traditional weakness-
oriented view of  Psychology as a whole 

  But both have operated from only one cultural worldview 

  As such, a 2-D solution has been applied to a 3-D entity; 
Culture, and its influence, has often been left out of  the 
equation 



WORLDVIEW Influences: 

•  What we see as 
STRENGTH 

•  What we see as 
WEAKNESS 

•  What we see AT ALL 



“Kumazo” “Herbert” 

Case Studies 



Who had the good life? 

Kuma Herb 



What is “the good life?” 

  Has a person reached their potential?  

  Have they developed strengths?  

  Were they able to use them to be successful in some way?  



Cultural Differences 

  Differences in definitions and manifestations 

  Different links between constructs 

  Different values placed on constructs 

  Cultural relevance 



Definitional Differences 
Constructs may not be defined the same way by all groups 

(Conceptual Equivalence) 



Definitional Differences: Examples 

  Happiness 

  Strong cultural variations found in accepted definitions of  
happiness across cultural groups    

  Happiness is viewed as “personal achievement and positivity 
of  personal self ” (European American participants) 

  Happiness is “contingent on social harmony,” balance in 
relationships (East Asian participants)  

 

(Uchida, Norasakkunkit, & Kitayama, 2004) 



Definitional Differences: Examples 

  Wisdom 

  U.S. college students: Emphasized the COGNITIVE aspect 

  Slovak college students: Emphasized the AFFECTIVE 
aspect 

  Taiwainese individuals: Emphasized a balance between 
COGNITIVE and AFFECTIVE aspects 

 

 

(Benedikovicova & Ardelt, 2008; Yang, 2008) 



Different Manifestations 
Constructs may look different in different cultures 

(Functional Equivalence) 
 



Different Manifestations: Example  

  Happiness 

  May manifest as a less intense experience in Asian 
groups (Lu & Gilmour, 2004) 

  Less intense expression is culturally functional for 
Asian groups (Leu et al., 2011) 



Different Manifestations: Examples 

  Forgiveness 

  In Western groups, the INTRApersonal process is often 
emphasized (e.g., Snyder et al., 2003) 

  Other groups (e.g., Congolese) may have more of  an 
INTERpersonal focus (Kadiangandu, Gauché, 
Visonneau, & Mullet, 2007) 



Different Relationships        
Between Constructs 

Different correlations may exist between constructs in 
different populations 



Different Relationships: Examples 

  Optimism / Pessimism in Chinese American vs. European 
American students (Chang, 2001) 

  Pessimism higher in Chinese American group 

  No differences between groups in levels of  depression 

  Pessimism was positively correlated with better problem-solving  

  Hope (Chang & Banks, 2007) 

  Agentic thinking: motivational cognitions behind hope 

  Different predictors in different racial groups 

  African American: Positive affect 

  Latino: Rational problem-solving 

  White: Life Satisfaction 

 

 



Culturally Relevant Strengths 

Constructs are valued differently in different cultural groups 



Culturally Relevant Strengths 

Gratitude Journaling 

  Linked to INcreases in well-
being in U.S. participants 

  Linked to DEcreases in well-
being in South Korean 
participants 

 

Other examples:  

  Independence, familism, 
honor vs. happiness (filial 
piety), etc. 

(Layous, Lee, Choi, & Lyubomirsky, 2013)  
 



Who had “the good life?” 

Kuma Herb 



What is “the good life?” 

  Has a person reached their potential?  

  Have they developed strengths?  

  Were they able to use them to be successful in some way?  

All of the above depends on cultural context 



Who had “the good life?” 
Herb Western Standpoint 

  Happy, friendly, outgoing 

  Many friends, loved to talk and joke 
with them  

  Successful salesmen, increased SES 

  Loved to perform, not shy 

  Assertive, was vocal about what he 
believed in 

  Assimilated and became fully 
American in one generation 



  Enmeshed with family his whole life 

  No career, though many jobs 

  Didn’t speak out against the camps 
during WWII 

  Maybe a hard worker, but didn’t 
move up, stayed in poverty 

  Didn’t seem to reach his potential 

  Clung to his culture; enclaved 

Who had “the good life?” 

Kuma Western Standpoint 



  Family before own happiness and 
wealth, stayed close 

  Kept his honor even when interned, 
endured 

  Not showy in his happiness, never 
bragged 

  Passed his heritage to his family as a 
strong Japanese American 

  Collectivist, humble, courageous in 
enduring without complaining  

Who had “the good life?” 
Kuma Eastern Standpoint 



Who had “the good life?” 

Herb Eastern Standpoint 

  Moved far from family for own 
pursuits 

  Spoke up too much 

  Moved away from his culture 

  Not humble but loved to perform 
for others 

  Too independent 



Who had “the good life?” 

Kuma Herb 

  Perspective is important 

  Neglecting to shift the lens causes us to miss strengths in 
some, see more weakness in others 

  Can’t fully understand without considering CULTURE  



How can we begin to fix this? 

1. More qualitative studies 

“What does culture X mean 
when they say:  

HOPE 

HAPPINESS 

WISDOM 

COURAGE?” 



How can we begin to fix this? 

2.  Personal Awareness of  
bias 

•  Clauss-Ehlers’ cautions on 
hypotheses 

3. Think about culture as a 
multifaceted concept 
(Hays, 2008) 



How can we begin to fix this? 

4.  Trying to develop 
BICULTURAL and 
MULTICULTURAL vision 

5.  Paying attention to 
equivalence issues 
•  Linguistic can’t substitute for 

conceptual 

•  Metric equivalence must be 
evaluated 



Epilogue 

Kumazo Herbert 



Resources for Graduate and Undergraduate Courses 
 

Thank you! 
Questions? 



Thank you! 
 

…Questions… 


